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Bins reinvented
Bins are an essential part
of litter prevention in every
town and city. But just like
litter itself, perhaps people
have become so used to
bins that they no longer
notice them.
This is a guide to thinking
differently about litter
bins. Mixing things up.
Trying new approaches.
Getting better results.
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We’re not suggesting you discard
your trusted fleet of existing bins.
Instead, these are some thoughts,
techniques and ideas to add
to your current bin strategy.
What this guide is about
Bins have a job to do, but could
they do it better? Simple
improvements like updating
the way they look, where you put
them, and what message (if any)
they carry could improve their
effectiveness.
You could go a lot further –
for example, using technology
to help monitor their use, or
psychology to encourage people to
put their waste in the right place.
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LITTER HOTSPOTS
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Litter hotspots
You’ll already know the hotspots in
your area – places where excessive
litter tends to accumulate. It could
be that the wind just blows it there,
but it could be a place where people
congregate, stop to do something,
or pass through:
 reas close to pubs, clubs, cafes
A
and takeaways.
	At transport hubs and bus stops.
	In some commercial areas,
car parks or unused land.
 ear to schools and colleges,
N
and in roads that connect these
places to shops.
Hotspots could also be around
existing bins, perhaps raising
questions over their adequacy in
number and type, and ease of access.
Feedback from the public will help
you develop a fuller picture of your
hotspots; many local authorities
encourage residents to report
them online.
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Do you need a hotspot strategy?

The more data you add to your
hotspot map – transport routes,
If your current cleansing operations
schools, hospitals, food to go outlets
struggle with the added demands
or cafes, and perhaps data used
of hotspots it may be worthwhile
developing a strategy to address them. by other local authority departments
– the more information you’ll have
GIS software allows you to map out
about why littering happens there.
your hotspots, and overlay your bin
Ultimately, you’ll be better placed
locations and street cleaning routes.
to make decisions about tackling the
This lets you see where hotspots sit
problem rather than the symptoms.
within your regular cleaning schedule.
The final step is to develop a strategy
Perhaps it’ll highlight where little
for each hotspot that goes beyond
changes might help, or where extra
bins or repositioned bins could work. routine or unscheduled litter picks.
That might include:
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Litter hotspots

Bin location

	More or repositioned bins.
	Adding recycling bins next to
general waste bins.

Nudge, nudge

	Using nudge techniques to
encourage people to use the bins.
	Improved signage or
communications.

Bin design

	Targeted enforcement.
BIN SOLUTIONS

In this guide
The remainder of this guide looks
at maximising bin efficiency
through location, bin design,
nudge theory and technology.

Bin tech
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Bin location
Every location has unique
characteristics – including
commuter traffic, proximity to
schools, a vibrant night-time
economy, road layout and
many more. We’ve brought
together some of the key
features that local authorities
and landowners consider when
deciding on a bin’s location.
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Litter hotspots

Not-spots
	Vandalism or fire risk - bins in
alleyways or dark spaces may be
more at risk.
	Obstruction - bins at corner sites
are accessible for people going
in all directions, but could also
cause problems for pedestrians.
Bins on narrow pavements could
hamper people pushing prams
or who use wheelchairs.
	Local regulations or planning
restrictions - for example,
is the site in a conservation area?
	Inaccessible or hard to see obstructions, such as parked cars,
could make the bin harder for the
public to use, and harder to access
for emptying.

BIN SOLUTIONS

What problem will the bin solve?
	Complaints about litter maybe residents
or businesses have
complained about littering
or asked for a bin to be
installed.
	Cut down flytipping would a bin discourage
or encourage flytipping,
or is an alternative
intervention needed?
	More support for busy
areas - could be a high
footfall zone, close to
a shopping precinct,
bus routes, schools or
leisure facilities.

	People littering close
to transition points - these
could be at bus stops
or at building entrances
– anywhere people stop
before moving on to do
something else.
	Volume of litter - how
much is being dropped
in the immediate area?
Does it really need a bin?
	Provide more coverage
for the area - local
businesses or private
landowners might already
provide bins nearby.

Bin location
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Bin design

Bin tech

This list isn’t meant to be exhaustive and there may be many
other considerations that apply to your local area.
Conclusion
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Nudge, nudge
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Nudge theory (or nudge) is the
idea that people can be gently
encouraged and influenced
to do the right thing. Nudge
isn’t about giving people an
NUDGE STUDY
incentive, where there’s a
Copenhagen
reward. And it isn’t about
In a trial conducted by nudge
specialists iNudgeyou, the city
enforcement, where there’s
painted footsteps which lead straight
a cost if you get caught.
to a similarly coloured litter bin.

Nudge is simpler and friendlier.
When it comes to encouraging
people to use a litter bin, it can be
as simple as pointing people towards
the bin, or reminding them that
the bin is the right place for their
rubbish. Here are a few examples:

During the trial, they handed out
sweets to pedestrians before and
after the footprints were present,
counting the number of wrappers
on the street on both occasions.

The result? A 46% fall in the number
of wrappers ending up on the street.
Three months’ later there was still a
26% decrease.
Copenhagen has since introduced
bright green footprints leading to
many of the city’s bins. The footprints
not-so-subtly suggest that other
people have taken this path before.
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West Dunbartonshire Council
West Dunbartonshire Council
was Scotland’s first local
authority to use powerwashed litter prevention
messages on pavements.

litter problems. The adverts
encouraged people to
put their litter in the bin
and pointed the way to the
nearest one.

The environmentally-friendly
approach cleaned messages
onto footpaths – messages
remained visible for around
two months. They used this
strategy around parks and
town centres – as well as
in neighbourhoods where
residents had reported

After three months, a survey
among residents showed
a rise in the number who
thought that things had
improved – and a fall in
the number of people who
believed littering had
become worse.

NUDGE STUDY

Stirling

Closer to home, a similar study
was conducted in Stirling in 2015.
This used green footsteps which
matched the colour of the bin,
linking the two and making them
more noticeable than nearby bins.
The study showed a significant
increase in the number of sweet
wrappers correctly disposed of
(up 14%), and a reduction in the
number littered (down 15%).

Read the full
Green Footprints
report [Nudge study:
Implementation
toolkit: promoting
the use of street
litter bins]
Click here
to view report
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Bin design
Standard black (or other
colour) bins are fine as far
as they go. However, they can
blend into the landscape.
And some older designs
don’t offer a place to stub
out a cigarette.
Often there’s little signage on the bin, except
perhaps the word ‘Litter’. Occasionally, bin
signage might offer the public advice on reporting
an overflowing, broken or vandalised bin – such
as the communal mixed recycling bins used by
Aberdeen City Council. It’s a simple way to help
you manage your bin estate. A notice that dog poo
(in a bag) can be put in a general waste bin would
clarify any confusion for dog owners.
There are alternatives though they might not be
for every location – and budgets can be an issue.
Here’s a quick look at some specialist bins that
could help.
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Making your bins stand out
Salient bin design in
Copenhagen.

Bright colours are the key here.
Make bins obvious and people
will use them. In Copenhagen
they’ve gone for green –
a colour that’s easily associated
with environmental issues.

Cyclist friendly

The world’s most cycle friendly city also
makes disposing of litter easier for
cyclists, with angled bins facing slightly
towards the cycle path.

Funnel bins

Funnel, or large aperture, bins can
be more effective than standard bins.
That’s especially true in laybys and
other areas where drivers get rid of
litter, often without leaving their vehicle.
Where high winds or vermin could
be a problem, foot-pedal operated
alternatives could be the solution.

Their research suggests that
people prefer to drop litter into
open bins rather than to post
it through a post-box type slot
in a covered bin. Some of the
Copenhagen bins are slightly
angled to make putting in litter
as easy as possible.
A word of warning – litter is more
likely to be blown out of open top
bins by the wind, which could
be an issue in some locations,
and they’re an easier target for
vermin. The bin design needs to
be appropriate for its location.

Novelty bins

Litter hotspots

Bin location

Nudge, nudge

Bin design

Novelty bins come in all shapes, colours,
styles and sizes. They can work well in
parks, beaches, schools and other places
where there are likely to be children.
Talking bins are a variation on this theme.
They can deliver a litter prevention
message, or reinforce a positive behaviour
when the bin is used correctly.

Bin tech
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Bin tech
Technology’s having an impact
on just about every aspect
of our lives. Why not bins?
There’s some interesting
things going on in the world
of bin technology. Here are a
few examples:
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Solar-powered compacting bins

These bins contain a solar-powered
compactor. It works at set intervals
through the day, boosting the capacity
of the bin. The manufacturer claims
that compacting allows the bin to
increase capacity by up to seven times
compared to a non-compacting bin.
The could be used in highly populated
areas such as city centres, and also
in remote locations to reduce the
number of collections needed.

Bin fill level wireless sensors

These smart sensors can be attached
to the inside of the lid of many types
of bin. The sensor works out how
much waste is in the bin. When waste
reaches a pre-set level, the sensor
sends an alert to the bin owner over
the mobile phone network.
This technology is already being
used by the City of Edinburgh Council.
They plan to use the data they gather
to optimise route planning –
making for more efficient collections,
planned in real time.
For more information
Click here

Self-emptying bins

These bins are already being trialled
in Scandinavia.The bins use sensors
and air currents to collect the
contents, then transport the waste
to a central point. The system claims
to eliminate the problem of overfull
bins, and reduces the risk of vermin
and bad smells. It’s been designed to
be used in public realm spaces, such
as parks and entertainment areas.

For more information
Click here

Wi-Fi bins that attract people

In China, they’ve gone one step
further and are introducing bins
that people want to be near.
The bins are also Wi-Fi hotspots
and can support up to 50 browsers,
gamers or shoppers.
The theory is that you’re more likely
to use a bin if you’re standing next
to it. These smart Chinese bins also
send out alerts when they’re ready
to be emptied. Some also include
a phone to call emergency services.

For more information
Click here

BIN TAGGING

East Renfrewshire
In 2013, East
Renfrewshire Council
trialled barcoding
of 300 litter bins in
a project funded by
Zero Waste Scotland.
When emptying the
bins, local authority
staff used handheld
scanners to record:
	Time and date
emptied.
Fill level.
	A photograph,
if required, and
any other relevant
information.
Using the data,
East Renfrewshire
created more
effective operational
schedules, based
on precise fill rates
and emptying
requirements.
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further reading
Bins are a key element in
any litter prevention strategy,
and in the past few years
we’ve seen significant
advances in bin design
and technology.
You can keep your bin estate
effective by following many
of the new ideas and practices
being trialled and used around
the world. Here are some
links to further reading about
bins and bin strategy.
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9 cornerstones of a litter bin strategy
Covers the fundamentals of a litter
bin strategy.
Read the guide

Self-emptying litter bins
A review of the first five years’
experience of using these bins in
Stockholm and Copenhagen.
Download the review
Litter hotspots
A methodology used in Australia for
identifying, prioritising and tackling
litter in urban environments.
Read the report
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